Hollywood Stars Who Rebounded
With a Hot and Heavy Romance

By Daniela Agurcia
The best revenge is happiness. You may feel like wallowing in
your sorrows after a breakup with someone who you once thought
was “the love of your life,” but the best thing to do is get
back on your feet and start dating again. Feeling sorry for
yourself won’t get you anywhere, and won’t help you move on to
bigger and better things, which is what you should want.
Regardless of the reasons of why you and your partner ended
things, you should want to look better then ever and get back
into the dating scene.
You rebound to find that hot and heavy romance you were
lacking in your previous relationship, and that’s just what
these celebrities did:
1. Kim Kardashian and Kanye West: We all remember the infamous
divorce between Kim Kardashian and NBA player, Kris Humphries
that lasted a total of 72 days. We all thought that
Kardashian, 31 would avoid dating for a while after all of the
accusations over her divorce with Humphries, but just months
later she was reported dating none other than Kanye West. The
reality tv star bounced back quickly and looks happier than
ever in her new relationship. Kardashian has been living the
fabulous life with West from driving his luxurious Mercedes to
taking a trip together to one of the most romantic cities in
the world, Paris. Regardless of what people are saying, the
couple is currently unstoppable and this must be driving
Humphries absolutely crazy.

Related Link: Can A Rebound Relationship Turn Into True Love?
2. Eva Longoria and Eduardo Cruz: It was a tragic ending for
Desperate Housewives star Eva Longoria’s three-year marriage
with Tony Parker when he was found cheating. Longoria was
absolutely devastated when the trust was lost and she found
herself filing for divorce in November, 2010. Just months
later in February, 2011 the latin beauty began dating a man
ten years younger than her, Penelope Cruz’s brother, Eduardo
Cruz. The on and off again couple keep laying on the PDA that
has the unavoidable sparks flying between the two. Postdivorce has never looked so good, having now dated someone
younger has the star looking younger and hotter than ever.
3. Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis: Even though Ashton Kutcher
and Mila Kunis were always rumored to have a fling with one
another after years of filming That 70’s Show together, it’s
finally official. It was never the right timing between the
two since Kutcher was married for the past six years to 49year-old Demi Moore. But ever since last November, when Moore
and Kutcher split, rumors have been flying and Kunis was
finally captured smooching Moore’s ex at an LA party. We can’t
all help but wonder how it feels for Kutcher, 36, to go from
dating a woman 13 years older than him to almost ten years
younger than him. Even the new pair is trying to keep their
distance in public as a respect for Moore, their chemistry is
raging and you can see the love from miles away.
Related Link: Rachel A. Sussman Helps Us Recover After A
Breakup In ‘The Breakup Bible’
4. Kate Winslet and Louis Dowler: Kate Winslet made a complete
180 when she went from dating behind the scenes director, Sam
Mendes to the hot model, Louis Dowler. Winslet has taken an
immediate upgrade in the looks department, dating the Burberry
model shortly after her separation to Mendes. Is the oscarwinning actress looking to settle down after her 7 year
marriage to Mendes, or is she just looking to have fun with

the popular British
getting back on your
split and testing out
with a model could be
case of the blues.

model…and others? There’s no harm in
feet after a long marriage and sudden
the waters. Some hot and heavy romance
just what the doctor ordered for a sad

What other Hollywood stars rebounded with a hot and heavy
romance? Share your comments below.

